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Avoiding�Earthquake�Surprises�in�the�Pacific�Northwest�
�

This�article�is�provided�courtesy�of�the�American�Museum�of�Natural�History.�
�
How�Vulnerable�Is�the�Pacific�Northwest?�
�
Cascadia�is�a�region�in�the�Pacific�Northwest.�It�includes�southern�British�Columbia,�Washington,�Oregon,�and�
northern�California.�This�region�is�at�risk�of�being�hit�by�earthquakes.�Until�the�midͲ1980s,�Earth�scientists�
thought�that�the�threat�was�limited�to�quakes�of�magnitude1�7�or�below.��
�
But�more�recently,�Earth�scientists�discovered�evidence�that�more�intense�earthquakes�repeatedly�struck�the�
region�over�the�past�several�thousand�years.�And�they�are�likely�to�occur�again.�Earthquakes�of�magnitude�8�
and�9�are�considered�“great”�quakes.�An�earthquake�of�magnitude�8�releases�about�thirty�times�as�much�
energy�as�a�quake�of�magnitude�7.�A�quake�of�magnitude�9�is�another�thirty�times�larger.��
�
Why�the�Pacific�Northwest�Is�at�Risk�
�
Earth’s�rigid�outer�shell�is�made�up�of�vast�rocky�pieces�called�tectonic�plates.�These�plates�move�as�slowly�as�
fingernails�grow.�They�separate,�collide,�or�grind�against�each�other�at�plate�boundaries.�Where�the�plates�
grind�together,�pressure�builds�up�and�the�rocks�eventually�break.�This�sends�storedͲup�energy�surging�
through�Earth.�This�energy�is�what�causes�earthquakes.�
�

 
Earth’s�surface�is�broken�into�massive�rocky�plates�called�tectonic�plates.�

�
�

                                                 
1�Over�the�years,�seismologists�devised�various�magnitude�scales�as�measures�of�earthquake�size.�The�“moment�magnitude”�scale�is�
used�today.�
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Most�earthquakes�occur�along�certain�plate�boundaries�called�subduction�zones.�A�subduction�zone�is�where�a�
more�dense�oceanic�plate�subducts,�or�sinks�below,�a�continental�plate.�Decades�ago,�scientists�recognized�
that�a�subduction�zone�runs�along�the�Pacific�coast.�It�lies�between�southern�British�Columbia�and�northern�
California.�It’s�called�the�Cascadia�subduction�zone.��
�
The�two�largest�earthquakes�since�1900�occurred�along�subduction�zones.�They�were�a�Chilean�earthquake�of�
magnitude�9.5�in�1960,�and�an�Alaskan�earthquake�of�magnitude�9.2�in�1964.�During�each�of�these�
earthquakes,�the�continental�plate�lurched�20�meters�toward�the�sea.�This�movement�thinned�the�plate�by�
stretching�its�rocks.�The�thinning�lowered�the�coast�enough�for�tides�to�drown�coastal�forests.�Today,�ghostly�
tree�trunks�provide�natural�clues�that�the�huge�earthquakes�occurred.��
�
Clues�of�Ancient�Quakes�
�
Earth�scientists�have�found�similar,�much�older�remains�of�flooded�forests�in�Cascadia.�They�were�discovered�
along�bays�and�river�mouths�on�the�coasts�of�British�Columbia,�Washington,�Oregon,�and�northern�California.�
Scientists�also�found�other�evidence�of�strong�earthquakes�in�the�same�locations.�These�include�sheets�of�sand�
that�were�deposited�by�floods�from�the�sea�and�ground�cracks�that�were�filled�with�quicksand.�Scientists�
concluded�that�earthquakes�of�magnitude�8�or�larger�have�struck�Cascadia�repeatedly�in�the�past�several�
thousand�years.�
�
Teams�of�scientists�worked�together�to�determine�the�exact�date�and�an�approximate�size�for�the�most�recent�
of�these�Cascadia�earthquakes.�First,�American�scientists�discovered�clues�in�some�dead�trees.�The�trees�
recorded�sudden�lowering�of�coastal�land�during�this�earthquake.�Radiocarbon�dating�showed�that�they�died�
between�1680�and�1720.�
�
Japanese�researchers�were�paying�attention�to�these�discoveries�in�North�America.�They�knew�that�if�the�
Cascadia�earthquake�was�big�enough,�it�would�have�started�a�tsunami�in�the�Pacific�Ocean.�And�they�had�been�
looking�for�the�mysterious�source�of�a�tsunami�that�caused�flooding�and�damage�in�Japan�in�January�1700.�
They�proposed�that�a�great�Cascadia�earthquake�occurred�in�the�evening�of�January�26,�1700.�They�estimated�
its�size�as�magnitude�9.�
�
To�test�this�proposed�date�and�size,�American�scientists�returned�to�some�of�the�earthquakeͲkilled�trees�in�
Washington.�By�measuring�thin�and�thick�rings,�they�assigned�dates�to�individual�tree�rings.�They�were�able�to�
narrow�the�time�of�the�earthquake�to�the�months�between�August�1699�and�May�1700.�This�evidence�
supported�the�date�proposed�by�Japanese�researchers.�The�findings�combined�to�give�the�1700�Cascadia�
earthquake�a�place�in�history.�
�
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Scientists�study�dead�trees�in�a�tidal�marsh�along�the�Pacific�
coast�of�Washington.�They�provide�evidence�that�a�great�
earthquake�occurred�in�January�1700.�

�
Northwesterners�Respond�to�the�Risk�
�
Earthquakes�can’t�be�prevented.�However,�people�can�take�measures�to�minimize�the�damage�they�cause.�In�
some�cases,�communities�can�strengthen�structures�that�already�exist.�These�include�dams,�bridges,�water�
systems,�schools,�hospitals,�and�lifelines�(electrical,�gas,�and�water�lines).�They�can�also�design�and�build�
earthquakeͲresistant�structures�in�the�future.��
�
Until�1994,�the�Uniform�Building�Code2�placed�an�area�of�Washington�in�a�zone�with�the�second�highest�hazard�
level�(out�of�six).�Most�of�the�rest�of�Oregon�and�Washington�was�placed�in�a�zone�with�a�lower�hazard�level.�
The�1994�edition�of�the�Uniform�Building�Code�redrew�the�map�for�the�Pacific�Northwest.�All�parts�of�Oregon�
and�Washington�that�are�at�risk�of�great�earthquakes�were�upgraded�to�the�higherͲlevel�hazard�zone.��
�
This�revision�of�the�code�was�an�important�first�step�toward�meeting�the�greatͲearthquake�threat�in�the�Pacific�
Northwest.�In�the�areas�upgraded�to�the�second�highest�level,�new�buildings�are�designed�to�withstand�
earthquakes�fifty�percent�stronger�than�under�the�old�code.��
�

                                                 
2�������������������������������������������ʹͲͲͲ�����������������������������������Ǥ�
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How�Safe�Are�Other�Parts�of�the�United�States?�
�
People�in�other�earthquakeͲprone�states�started�asking�questions�about�whether�they�were�adequately�
prepared�for�future�earthquakes.�These�states�include�Massachusetts,�New�York,�South�Carolina,�Missouri,�
Indiana,�Utah,�California�and�Alaska.�Many�of�the�questions�cannot�be�answered�satisfactorily�until�we�know�
more�about�past�earthquakes.�Deciphering�the�geologic�past�is�one�of�the�ways�that�Earth�scientists�help�to�
protect�people�from�loss�of�life�and�property.�
�
This�reading�was�adapted�from�a�1995�USGS�Fact�Sheet,�“Averting�Surprises�in�the�Pacific�Northwest,”�by�Brian�
F.�Atwater,�Thomas�S.�Yelin,�Craig�S.�Weaver,�James�W.�Hendley,�II.��
�
�
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Letters from the Past

Letters from the Past
by ReadWorks

In the muggy heat of late July in Washington, D.C., it is easy to remember that our nation's capital is 
built on top of a swamp. The temperature and the humidity battle each other to see which can reach 
100 first. Business people suffer through their commutes, red-faced and moist from the heat, dripping 
with sweat that stubbornly refuses to evaporate. Jamal and Lisa were familiar with the D.C. heat 
waves. Every summer they came to stay with their grandmother for the month of July. Every summer 
the heat was miserable. This summer was no exception.

Jamal lay on the screened-in porch, his body draped over a chair. He held a glass of sweet tea to his 
forehead, trying to absorb some of the cool. It was early afternoon, and his grandmother had lain 
down for her daily nap. The heat in the middle of the day gave her migraines, and she had learned 
that sleep was the best escape.

"Jamal! Jamal!" said Lisa, trying to get his attention.

"What?" he asked, irritated at the interruption.

"I'm going to sort out the attic. Want to come?" she asked, unperturbed. Lisa was two years younger 
than Jamal and was used to being blown off.

"You're crazy," Jamal said. "It's got to be 100 degrees up there, not to mention that it's dusty and full 
of spiders and who knows what else."

"Grandma said that if we see anything we want up there, we can keep it," said Lisa.

"What makes you think I want any of that old junk?" asked Jamal.

"Suit yourself," said Lisa. She went to the bedroom to change into old clothes that could get covered 
in sweat, dust, and possibly dead spiders.

Up in the attic, Lisa began to see Jamal's point. The heat in the house rose upwards, only to be 
trapped in the small attic. Everything was covered in a fine layer of dust, mummified by the passing of 
time and inattention.

Lisa thought briefly about turning around and heading downstairs, spending the rest of the day 
lounging on the porch with Jamal. Maybe they would play a game or find a movie on the television. 
But something pushed her to investigate the attic further. A tingling in her body suggested that in 
these dusty boxes stacked against the walls something important was waiting for her.

As Lisa began going through the boxes, she realized that no one had touched them for years. The 
first boxes held memorabilia from her grandparents' youth: old family photographs that had turned 
yellow around the edges, diplomas from high school and college, even pictures of a pet pig that one 
of her grandmother's sisters had kept for several years. Lisa came across a picture of a pretty girl 
with "Maud" written across the bottom. She stared at the photograph. Maud was her grandmother, 
and it was hard to believe that the wrinkled woman downstairs had been this laughing, vivacious girl.
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She sorted through the boxes, labeling them more clearly and throwing out anything that seemed 
useless. After a couple of hours, Lisa's back ached, and her shirt was drenched.

"Lisa, honey!" she heard her grandmother call. "Come take a break and have some tea."

Lisa went downstairs and took the picture with her. "Grandma, is this really you?"

Her grandmother laughed. "What, you can't believe it? Yes, that's me; that was taken at my 
homecoming almost sixty years ago."

"You were beautiful, Grandma," said Lisa admiringly.

"You'd be surprised, Lisa," her grandmother responded. "Adults, all of us, were once young and 
irresponsible like you."

"I don't think Mom was ever like that..." said Lisa. She couldn't imagine her stern, hardworking mother 
doing anything remotely irresponsible. Her mother held the family together and took care of Lisa and 
Jamal. But no one would ever call her the life of a party.

"Your mother..." her grandmother's voice trailed off as she carefully chose her words. "When your 
father died in the service, your mother was still just a girl herself. You were a baby, and Jamal was 
only two. She had to grow up real fast. She loves you two so much, and that's why she's so strict."

Lisa nodded. She knew her grandmother was right. She just wished that she could see a glimpse of 
the fun-loving, carefree woman her mother had once been. Lisa finished her tea, thanked her 
grandmother, and turned to go back upstairs.

"Lisa," her grandmother called, as Lisa climbed the stairs. "There's a box of your parents' things in the 
corner up there. Maybe it will help you understand better."

Lisa looked through several of the boxes before she found the one her grandmother had mentioned. 
It was smaller than the others, with "Laura," her mother's name, written on it in cursive. When she 
opened the box, she found a pack of old letters, tied together with a faded blue ribbon.

Opening the first letter, she skimmed through until she saw the signature: Daryl. These were love 
letters between her father and her mother. Lisa's father had been in the army when he'd first met her 
mother, and had written her from every duty station. Lisa read through the letters voraciously. Her 
mother was witty and charming in the letters, teasing Daryl and citing inside jokes they had. It was a 
side of her mother that Lisa had never before seen. She was so full of hope, so optimistic about the 
life that they would have together when he returned.

Lisa took the packet of letters downstairs to the den, where her grandmother was watching TV. She 
curled up almost in her grandmother's lap, even though she was too old to be doing that anymore. 
Her grandmother put her arm around Lisa and began to stroke her hair.

"Grandma?" Lisa asked. "Will it be okay with Mom that I read the letters?"

"Oh, honey," said her grandmother. "She was the one who asked me to show them to you."

ReadWorks.org · © 2015 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.



Letters from the Past - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Who goes up to the attic in this story?

A. Lisa

B. Lisa and Jamal's grandmother

C. Lisa and Jamal

D. Jamal

2. How does Lisa's perception, or view, of her mother change in the story? 

A. Lisa sees that her mother used to be even more stern and strict than she is now.

B. Lisa sees that her mother used to be more easily scared than she is now. 

C. Lisa sees that her mother has not always been as stern and strict as she is now.

D. Lisa sees that her mother used to be more athletic than she is now. 

3. Read these sentences from the text.

Lisa came across a picture of a pretty girl with 'Maud' written across the bottom. She 
stared at the photograph. Maud was her grandmother, and it was hard to believe that 
the wrinkled woman downstairs had been this laughing, vivacious girl.

 She sorted through the boxes, labeling them more clearly and throwing out anything 
that seemed useless. After a couple of hours, Lisa's back ached, and her shirt was 
drenched.

 'Lisa, honey!' she heard her grandmother call. 'Come take a break and have some tea.'

 Lisa went downstairs and took the picture with her. "Grandma, is this really you?"

Based on this evidence, how does Lisa probably feel when she sees the photograph of 
her grandmother? 

A. satisfied

B. surprised

C. disturbed

D. lonely

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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4. The letters Lisa finds in the attic give her "a glimpse of the fun-loving, carefree 
woman her mother had once been." What evidence from the story supports this 
statement?

A. "Lisa read through the letters voraciously. Her mother was witty and charming in the 
letters, teasing Daryl and citing inside jokes they had."

B. "When she opened the box, she found a pack of old letters, tied together with a faded 
blue ribbon."

C. "Lisa took the packet of letters downstairs to the den, where her grandmother was 
watching TV. She curled up almost in her grandmother's lap, even though she was too 
old to be doing that anymore." 

D. "Lisa looked through several of the boxes before she found the one her grandmother 
had mentioned. It was smaller than the others, with 'Laura,' her mother's name, written 
on it in cursive." 

5. What is a theme of this story?

A. People are more likely to tell the truth when they speak than when they write.

B. Your first impression about someone is always right.

C. The best way to learn about the past is to watch movies that were made a long time 
ago.

D. Learning about the past can change your understanding of the present.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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6. Read these sentences from the text.

I don't think Mom was ever like that...' said Lisa. She couldn't imagine her stern, 
hardworking mother doing anything remotely irresponsible. Her mother held the family 
together and took care of Lisa and Jamal. But no one would ever call her the life of a 
party.

 'Your mother...' her grandmother's voice trailed off as she carefully chose her words. 
'When your father died in the service, your mother was still just a girl herself. You were 
a baby, and Jamal was only two. She had to grow up real fast. She loves you two so 
much, and that's why she's so strict.'

What does Lisa's grandmother probably mean when she says that Lisa's mother "had to 
grow up real fast"?

A. She probably means that Lisa's mother had to drop out of college and start working.

B. She probably means that Lisa's mother had to become carefree and irresponsible 
very quickly.

C. She probably means that Lisa's mother had to take on more responsibility than she 
was able to handle.

D. She probably means that Lisa's mother had to become responsible and mature very 
quickly.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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7. Read these sentences from the text.

Opening the first letter, she skimmed through until she saw the signature: Daryl. These 
were love letters between her father and her mother. Lisa's father had been in the army 
when he'd first met her mother, and had written her from every duty station. Lisa read 
through the letters voraciously. Her mother was witty and charming in the letters, 
teasing Daryl and citing inside jokes they had. It was a side of her mother that Lisa had 
never before seen. She was so full of hope, so optimistic about the life that they would 
have together when he returned.

Whom does the pronoun "they" refer to in the last sentence?

A. Lisa and her mother

B. Lisa's mother and grandmother

C. Lisa and her father

D. Lisa's mother and father

8. According to Lisa's grandmother, why is Lisa's mother so strict?

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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9. What does Lisa learn about her mother from reading her mother's old letters? 
Support your answer with evidence from the text.

10. Why might Lisa's mother have asked Lisa's grandmother to show her old letters to 
Lisa? Support your answer with evidence from the text.

ReadWorks.org · © 2020 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Worldwide Loss of Bees a Growing Concern 
Alissa Fleck 

 

 
�

When�we�think�of�bees,�we�think�of�pesky,�buzzing�insects�that�sting�us�and�ruin�outdoor�
gatherings.�We�might�wonder:�how�badly�can�we�possibly�need�bees?�The�truth�is,�bees�are�an�
incredibly�important�part�of�our�ecosystem�on�earth—no�matter�how�annoying�they�may�be�to�
humans.�Unfortunately,�bees�have�been�disappearing�around�the�world�for�some�time�now,�
and�their�mass�disappearance�continues�to�present�new�problems�around�the�planet.��
�
According�to�Reuters�news�source,�scientific�researchers�have�been�trying�desperately�for�the�
past�15�years�to�understand�why�honeybees�around�the�world�are�dying�off�at�frighteningly�
high�rates.�Over�1�million�bee�colonies�disappear�every�year,�never�to�return,�Reuters�
reporters�noted�in�2012.��
�
Kevin�Hackett,�the�national�program�leader�for�the�bee�and�pollination�program�at�the�U.S.�
Department�of�Agriculture�(USDA),�called�the�massive�honeybee�disappearance�“the�biggest�
general�threat�to�our�food�supply.”��
�
How�could�something�so�small�be�so�important�to�us�humans?�Bees�are�used�to�pollinate�many�
crops,�for�instance�a�large�portion�of�California’s�almond�crop,�which�relies�heavily�on�bee�
pollination.�Bees�are�also�essential�for�the�pollination�of�apple�and�citrus�fruit�crops.�Without�
the�pollination�by�bees,�these�plants�are�unable�to�reproduce�and�may�die�off.�
�
The�mass�deaths�of�honeybees�have�been�linked�to�something�known�as�Colony�Collapse�
Disorder�(CCD)—a�mysterious�loss�of�bee�colonies�with�many�potential�causes—as�well�as�a�
variety�of�pesticides,�parasites,�and�diseases,�all�of�which�hurt�bee�populations.�Other�possible�
causes�include�land�development�and�changes�in�agricultural�practices�around�the�world.��
�
There�are�numerous�kinds�and�species�of�bees,�and�honeybees�are�not�the�only�ones�
disappearing�in�large�quantities.�Bumblebees�can�be�added�to�the�list�of�pollinators�whose�
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widespread�disappearance�worries�scientists.�While�the�dangers�of�losing�bees,�such�as�the�
damage�to�our�food�supplies,�have�long�been�known,�researchers�are�uncovering�even�more�
distressing�information�about�the�loss�of�these�ecologically�crucial�insects.�
�
According�to�researchers�who�published�their�findings�in�the�Proceedings�of�the�National�
Academy�of�Sciences�in�2013,�the�disappearance�of�bumblebees�offers�new�cause�for�concern:�
certain�plants�are�having�difficulties�reproducing�with�the�loss�of�their�bumblebee�pollinators,�
and�are�at�higher�risk�for�extinction.��
�
Two�scientists,�who�conducted�research�on�the�impact�of�bumblebee�loss�on�plant�reproduction,�
found�that�when�a�particular�species�of�bumblebee�was�removed�from�the�pool�of�pollinators,�
other�bees�did�not�completely�take�over�the�pollinating�duties.�Instead,�with�less�competition�
from�the�bees�which�had�been�removed�from�the�pool,�the�remaining�bumblebees�flew�between�
many�different�plants�and�were�less�likely�to�be�faithful�to�one�kind�of�plant.��
�
The�researchers�noted�this�experiment�had�damaging�effects.�For�instance,�the�larkspur,�a�purple�
wildflower,�requires�pollination�from�its�own�species—other�larkspurs—to�survive.�The�researchers�
found�with�fewer�bumblebees,�the�remaining�bees�were�“less�faithful”�to�a�particular�plant,�
meaning�the�larkspur�was�unable�to�survive�as�it�would�have�before�the�loss�of�bumblebees.��
�
This�particular�study�highlights�the�importance�of�bees�to�the�continuation�of,�not�just�our�food�
supply,�but�also�all�biodiversity,�as�the�effects�of�this�study�do�not�end�with�the�larkspur�plant�
alone,�but�point�to�a�much�larger�issue.�The�larkspur�is�just�one�example�of�this�issue.��
�
In�2012,�the�USDA�and�Environmental�Protection�Agency�(EPA)�released�a�joint�statement�
discussing�the�issue�of�bee�loss,�and�the�search�for�a�solution�to�the�cycle�of�problems�caused�
by�bees�dying�off.��
�
The�organizations�concluded:�“No�single�silver�bullet�will�solve�the�problems�affecting�honey�
bees�and�other�pollinators.”��
�
In�terms�of�solutions,�the�organizations�proposed:�“Habitat�enhancement...targeted�pesticide�
use,�improved�colony�management�techniques�and�improved�disease�and�pest�resistant�stocks�
of�bees�are�collectively�needed�to�improve�the�health�of�honey�bee�colonies.”��
�
“It�is�imperative�that�we�increase�honey�bee�survival�both�to�make�beekeeping�profitable,”�the�
statement�noted,�“but�more�importantly�to�meet�the�demands�of�U.S.�agriculture�for�
pollination�and�thus�ensure�of�[sic]�food�security.”�
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The Run 
�

 
�

Dennis�and�Mac�had�been�driving�for�almost�a�week,�and�they�hadn’t�seen�a�single�soul.�

They�were�worried.�When�they’d�left�the�ranch,�they’d�thought�maybe�they’d�run�into�

someone,�another�survivor.�But�there�was�no�one.�The�roads�were�almost�empty.�There�was�

the�occasional�abandoned�car,�but�that�was�it.�They�drove�mostly�on�highways,�to�make�better�

time.�Mac�wondered�if�they�might�not�have�better�luck�on�the�smaller�country�roads,�but�

Dennis�wouldn’t�have�it.�Those�roads�had�curves�and�were�thick�with�trees.�There�was�no�way�

of�seeing�danger�coming.�If�someone�wanted�to�spring�a�surprise�on�you,�you�wouldn’t�know�it�

until�it�was�too�late.��

When�the�plague�came,�Dennis�and�Mac�had�been�working�as�ranch�hands�on�a�cattle�

farm.�Both�had�just�finished�their�first�year�of�college.�Dennis�went�to�school�on�the�East�Coast,�

Mac�on�the�West.�They�found�that�they�were�very�similar�people.�They�both�studied�hard�and�

read�a�lot�of�books.�But�they�also�both�liked�being�outdoors.�At�the�end�of�a�good�day,�they�

came�home�smelling�of�sweat�and�dirt.�They�quickly�became�friends.�

The�ranch�was�a�small,�familyͲrun�operation,�with�only�about�50�head�of�cattle.�The�

family�that�ran�it,�the�Greersons,�would�advertise�in�college�newspapers�in�the�spring.�There�

were�plenty�of�ranch�hands�in�the�area�who�needed�work,�but�Bucky�Greerson�felt�city�kids�
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could�benefit�from�an�exposure�to�country�life.�Young�men�would�apply,�and�then�the�

Greersons�would�hire�about�a�halfͲdozen�hands�every�spring�to�help�them�run�cattle.�It�was�

tough�work,�but�Dennis�and�Mac�felt�lucky�to�be�picked.�

The�farm�didn’t�have�a�TV�or�the�Internet�or�a�telephone.�As�a�result,�the�first�they�heard�

of�the�plague�was�on�the�radio.�Every�night,�the�ranch�hands�liked�to�gather�in�the�mess�hall�

and�play�cards.�While�they�played,�they�listened�to�the�radio.�The�ranch�was�so�far�up�in�the�

hills�that�the�radio�only�got�one�station.�At�night�they�listened�to�the�station’s�best�DJ,�Petey�

“The�Muskrat”�Coltrain,�who�spun�old�bluegrass�records.�Sometimes,�between�records,�The�

Muskrat�told�stories.�Dennis�and�Mac�thought�he�was�hilarious.��

One�night,�though,�The�Muskrat’s�radio�show�was�very�different.�It�couldn’t�have�been�

more�than�six�months�ago,�but�to�Dennis�and�Mac,�thinking�back�on�it�now,�it�felt�like�another�

lifetime.�The�Muskrat�had�been�playing�a�cheery�Bill�Monroe�song,�“Footprints�In�The�Snow,”�

when�he�cut�out�the�record�halfway�through�the�chorus.�The�ranch�hands�stopped�their�game�

of�Gin�Rummy.�They�turned�and�looked�at�the�radio.�The�Muskrat�always�played�a�record�all�

the�way�through.�What�could�be�wrong?�

“Folks,”�said�the�Muskrat.�“I�don’t�know�how�to�tell�you�this,�but�I’m�going�to�ask�you�to�

stay�very�calm.�The�manager�of�my�station�has�just�passed�me�a�note.�It�seems�that�the�local�

health�authorities�are�asking�us�radio�folks�to�tell�you,�our�listeners,�that…�well,�a�disease�is�

spreading.”�

The�ranch�hands�put�down�their�cards.�Dennis�and�Mac�exchanged�a�glance.�

“Now,”�The�Muskrat�said,�his�rich�voice�sounding�uncharacteristically�shaky,�“they�don’t�

quite�know�what�this�disease�is,�but�it’s�real�bad.�It’s�very�contagious,�and�people�who�get�it�

don’t�have�a�lot�of�luck�recovering.�Now,�doctors�are�trying�to�figure�out�a�cure,�but�there’s�

been�no�luck�yet.�So,�in�the�meantime,�we’re�asking�that�you�stay�in�your�homes�as�much�as�

possible�and�avoid�public�places�until�the�disease�dies�down.”�
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One�of�the�ranch�hands,�a�big,�cocky�boy�named�T.J.,�laughed.�“Like�heck�I’m�not�going�

into�town,”�T.J.�chuckled.�“I�got�a�date.”�The�other�ranch�hands�stared�at�him.�T.J.�stopped�

laughing.��

“Please,�folks,�do�what�the�doctors�say,”�The�Muskrat�pleaded.�“I’m�sure�it’ll�just�be�for�a�

few�days.”�He�was�quiet�for�a�moment.�Then�the�ranch�hands�heard�the�sound�of�a�turntable�

needle�hitting�the�record,�and�an�old�Earl�Scruggs�song�came�on.���

That�was�the�beginning�of�it.�For�the�next�few�days,�the�ranch�went�about�its�business.�

The�Greersons�told�the�boys�not�to�worry,�that�this�would�all�be�over�soon.�They�had�enough�

food�on�the�ranch�to�last�months.�In�the�meantime,�there�were�plenty�of�new�calves�that�

needed�branding.�At�night,�everyone�gathered�around�the�radio�and�listened�to�updates.�The�

news�seemed�only�to�get�worse.�More�and�more�people�were�getting�sick.�The�symptoms�were�

strange.�People�would�become�violently�ill,�then�fall�into�a�long,�deep�sleep.�The�big�cities�—�

New�York,�Los�Angeles,�Chicago�—�had�become�like�ghost�towns.�No�one�would�go�out�into�the�

street�for�fear�of�catching�the�disease.�

The�news�kept�getting�worse�until,�finally,�the�radio�station�stopped�transmitting.�The�

Greersons�called�a�meeting�in�the�dining�room�of�the�main�house.�Everyone�sat�around�the�big�

dining�room�table�where�Ann�Greerson�served�Sunday�supper.�After�everyone�was�seated,�

Bucky�Greerson�stood�up.�He�was�a�short,�plump�man�with�a�droopy�handlebar�mustache.�You�

wouldn’t�think�it�looking�at�him,�but�his�voice�boomed.�

“Now,”�he�said,�“I�know�you’re�worried�about�your�families,�and�I�don’t�feel�right�

chaining�you�here�while�you�don’t�know�what’s�become�of�your�people.�So,�anyone�who�wants�

to�leave�is�free�to�go.�Ann�and�I�will�make�do.”�

Dennis�and�Mac�looked�at�each�other.�They’d�talked�about�leaving�but�had�tried�to�

pretend�they�wouldn’t�need�to.�They�had�hoped�the�plague�would�be�over�soon,�that�the�

world�would�return�to�the�way�it�was,�that�it�had�all�been�a�strange�hallucination.�Now�that�
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they�had�the�option�to�venture�out�into�the�world,�to�see�how�bad�things�really�were,�they�

weren’t�sure�they�wanted�to�know.��

“By�a�show�of�hands,”�Bucky�Greerson�asked,�“how�many�of�you�want�to�leave?”�

Mac�and�Dennis�looked�around.�They�were�the�only�two�with�their�hands�up.��

The�Greersons�gave�them�enough�food�to�last�a�couple�weeks�—�corn�bread�and�apples�

and�cured�ham�and�syrupy�peaches�in�mason�jars.�Mac�and�Dennis�packed�up�their�things�and�

loaded�everything�into�Mac’s�truck,�a�sputtering�old�pickup.�The�Greersons�and�the�ranch�

hands�gathered�around�to�see�them�off.��

“Be�safe,�boys,”�said�Ann�Greerson,�kissing�them�each�on�the�cheeks�and�hugging�them�

hard.�“And�remember�your�manners.”�As�Mac�and�Dennis�pulled�away,�they�saw�her�husband�

holding�her,�her�body�shaking�with�sobs.�

A�week�later,�Mac�and�Dennis�had�zigzagged�through�dozens�of�small�towns�and�a�few�

larger�cities.�What�they�found�frightened�them:�every�place�was�empty.�Not�a�person�was�out.�

Sometimes,�they�would�stop�and�knock�on�doors.�No�one�would�answer.�If�they�went�inside,�

they�wouldn’t�find�a�single�soul�home.�Sometimes�they’d�find�the�dinner�table�set,�plates�piled�

high�with�molding�food.�Every�time�they�entered�a�new�room,�they�both�winced,�thinking�

they’d�find�a�dead�body.�But�they�never�did.�It�was�indescribably�eerie.��

Sometimes,�if�the�place�still�got�electricity,�they’d�try�to�use�the�phone.�Every�time,�no�

matter�what�number�they�dialed,�the�same�recorded�message�came�on:�“The�number�is�not�in�

service.�Please�check�the�number�and�try�again.”�

Finally,�the�young�men�decided�to�make�tracks�to�the�nearest�big�city.�It�would�be�a�full�

day�of�driving,�but�there�had�to�be�someone�there.�You�can’t�abandon�a�whole�city.��

Dusk�had�come,�and�Mac�was�at�the�wheel.�Dennis�had�been�driving�for�the�last�eight�

hours�and�was�taking�a�nap�in�the�passenger�seat.�They�were�passing�through�a�long,�flat�piece�

of�pastureland�when�Mac�saw�a�flicker�of�movement�in�the�distance.�He�stopped�the�car,�
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turned�off�the�engine�and�shook�Dennis�awake.�

“Look,”�Mac�said�excitedly.�“I�think�someone’s�coming.”�

Dennis�squinted�his�eyes.�The�flicker�of�movement�was�becoming�larger.�What�had�been�

a�dot�of�motion�became�a�long�line,�stretching�across�the�horizon.�Mac�and�Dennis�strained�to�

see.��

“I�think�it’s�some�people,”�said�Dennis.�“Let�me�get�my�binoculars.”�

He�rustled�in�his�backpack�and�pulled�out�his�pair.�Dennis�put�them�to�his�eyes�and�

looked�through�them.�Mac�heard�him�gasp.�

“My�gosh,”�whispered�Dennis.�

What�he�saw�was�people.�Thousands�of�people.�Hundreds�of�thousands,�maybe�a�

million.�A�swarm�of�people�like�the�world�had�never�seen.�And�the�people�were�all�running.�

They�were�running�as�fast�as�they�could�go,�like�something�was�chasing�them,�or�like�they�were�

chasing�something.�As�they�grew�closer,�Dennis�could�just�make�out�the�people’s�faces.�Their�

eyes�were�wild.��

“Start�the�car,”�said�Dennis.�
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Name:      _____________ Date: _______________________ 
 
1. What news do Dennis and Mac hear on the radio while at the ranch?  
 

A There is a cattle farm that hires young men to work over the summer.  
B Thousands of people are running as fast as they can across the country.  
C There is a bad disease spreading among people.  
D Food is getting moldy on dinner plates because people are not staying at home.  

 
 
2. What is the sequence of events at the beginning of this story?   
 

A The story begins after the disease has struck and then takes the reader back in 
time to a point before the disease.  

B The story begins before the disease has struck and then takes the reader 
forward in time to a point after the disease has ended.  

C The story begins as the disease is striking and then takes the reader back in 
time to a point before the disease.  

D The story begins as the disease is striking and then takes the reader two years 
into the future.  

 
 
3. The Muskrat says that the disease is “real bad.”  
 
What evidence in the story supports his statement?  
 

A T.J. wants to go into town even though The Muskrat has advised people to stay 
in their homes.  

B After The Muskrat warns people about the disease, an old Earl Scruggs song 
comes on the radio.  

C The Greersons tell the boys not to worry, saying that the disease will end soon.  
D The disease is very contagious, and doctors have not been able to figure out a 

cure. 
 
 
4. Why do Dennis and Mac decide to drive to the nearest big city? 
 

A They want to find a person.  
B They are running out of food and need more.  
C They see thousands of people running.   
D They both like being outdoors.  
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5. What is this story mainly about?   
 

A a married couple who own a ranch, the young men they hire to work for them 
one summer, and the music they listen to together  

B two young men, a mysterious disease, and what happens when they go out to 
explore after the disease hits 

C a radio DJ, the music he likes to play, and the effect that his song choices have 
on the people who listen to them  

D a long line of people running through a flat piece of pastureland and what 
happens when two young men see them  

 
6. Read the following sentence: “More and more people were getting sick. The symptoms 
were strange. People would become violently ill, then fall into a long, deep sleep.” 
 
What does the word “symptoms” mean? 
 

A fears of getting sick 
B signs of a disease 
C serious injuries 
D suggestions that doctors give to patients 

 
7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below. 
 
Dennis and Mac are frightened after leaving the ranch ________ the towns and cities 
they visit have no people in them.    
 

A although 
B as a result 
C because 
D however 

 
8. What happens to people when they get sick with the disease described in the story? 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
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9. What are the people Dennis and Mac see at the end of the story doing? 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Is there a connection between the disease and the people Dennis and Mac see at 
the end of the story? Explain why or why not, using evidence from the story. 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 



Reeds and Geese

Reeds and Geese
This text and image are provided courtesy of the Philadelphia Museum of Art.

Philadelphia Museum of Art: Purchased with the Hollis Family Foundation Fund and the Henry B. Keep Fund, 2001-86-1

(detail) c. 1925 Ink and color on silk; mounted as a twelve-fold screen Six panels of a twelve-fold screen: 6 feet, 4 inches x 6 feet, 4 inches (193 x 193 cm) 
Each end panel: 6 feet, 4 inches x 16 inches (193 x 41 cm) Each inner panel: 6 feet, 4 inches x 12 inches (193 x 30.5 cm) KIM JIN-WOO Korean, 1883-1950

Seven lively geese animate this Korean screen painting. The four in flight spread their wings in various ways and 
angle their necks in different directions. Their orange webbed feet poke out from underneath their gray feathered 
bodies. Below them lies a grassy shore, a body of water, and long, thin reeds at the water's edge. One goose dives for 
food, his feet and tail humorously sticking up out of the water.

These six vertical panels represent half of a twelve-panel screen painting, which was painted on silk and mounted on 
a wooden frame so that it would stand upright on the floor (see CD-ROM for additional images). The theme of reeds 
and geese has a special meaning in Korean culture. The Korean pronunciation of the Chinese characters for "reed" 
and "old man" are the same (no), as are the words for "geese" and "comfort" (ahn). Therefore, traditional Korean 
paintings of reeds and geese represent a wish for a peaceful life in a person's later years. Appropriately, the artist who 
painted this screen, Kim Jin-Woo, included an inscription on the upper left that states that he gave it to an elderly 
friend as a gift.

Kim also inscribed a poem and interspersed its verses throughout the painting. The poem, which is read from right to 
left, refers to changing seasons and flying geese. For example, one couplet reads, "The sand is bright, the water is 
blue, the moss and reeds grow long; This is the time when autumn geese get ready to depart."
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Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. According to the text, the Korean pronunciation of the Chinese character for geese is 
the same as the pronunciation of what word?

A. comfort

B. reed

C. old man

D. special

2. What does the text mainly describe?

A. artist Kim Jin-Woo's relationship with the elderly friend to whom he gave this painting

B. the history of Korean screen painting and poetry

C. the images in the painting, their meaning, and the poem that appears in the painting

D. similarities and differences between Korean and Chinese pronunciation of characters

3. The poem inscribed on the painting refers to changing seasons. Which line from the 
poem best supports this statement?

A. The moss and reeds grow long.

B. The sand is bright.

C. The water is blue.

D. This is the time when autumn geese get ready to depart.
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4. Read these sentences from the text.

"Kim also inscribed a poem and interspersed its verses throughout the painting. The 
poem, which is read from right to left, refers to changing seasons and flying geese. For 
example, one couplet reads, 'The sand is bright, the water is blue, the moss and reeds 
grow long; This is the time when autumn geese get ready to depart.'"

Based on this information and the images in the painting, how might the relationship 
between the poem and the painting best be described?

A. The poem helps explain the images and setting of the painting.

B. The poem helps explain the pronunciation of the characters for "reeds" and "geese."

C. The poem helps explain why the artist gave the painting to a friend.

D. The poem helps explain the meaning of traditional Korean paintings.

5. What is the main idea of the text?

A. Geese depart for warmer climates when the seasons change, and reeds bend over 
with age.

B. Kim Jin-Woo was a generous artist who often made gifts of his paintings to elderly 
friends as they grew older.

C. Poetry was often added to Korean screen paintings to create additional meanings.

D. Kim Jin-Woo used a combination of word meanings, poetry, and images of nature to 
express a wish for peace and comfort in old age.
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6. Read these sentences from the text.

"Seven lively geese animate this Korean screen painting. The four in flight spread their 
wings in various ways and angle their necks in different directions. Their orange 
webbed feet poke out from underneath their gray feathered bodies. Below them lies a 
grassy shore, a body of water, and long, thin reeds at the water's edge. One goose 
dives for food, his feet and tail humorously sticking up out of the water."

Why might the author have chosen the words "lively" and "animate" when describing the 
geese in the painting?

A. to explain why the artist used six vertical panels

B. to highlight the sense of movement in the painting

C. to show how different geese are from old men

D. to repeat the words from the poem that appear in the painting

7. The Korean pronunciation of the words for "reed" and "old man" are the same. 
________, the pronunciation for "geese" and "comfort" is the same.

Support your answer with evidence from the text.

A. However

B. For example

C. Similarly

D. Therefore

ReadWorks.org · © 2017 ReadWorks®, Inc. All rights reserved.
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8. According to the text, what do traditional Korean paintings of reeds and geese 
represent?

Support your answer with evidence from the text.

9. Read these sentences from the text.

"Kim also inscribed a poem and interspersed its verses throughout the painting. The 
poem, which is read from right to left, refers to changing seasons and flying geese."

Identify a line or phrase from the poem that refers to changing seasons.
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10. Explain how the painting gives the sense of changing seasons.

Support your answer with evidence from the text and image.
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An Unexpected Trip
by ReadWorks

Sarah wasn't quite sure what was going on. She had been sitting in the back of the car for hours as it 
rumbled up the highway's six spotless lanes. There were not many other cars. When they turned off 
the main highway, Sarah wasn't very worried. This was the way to the house her parents had far, far 
out in the country. She'd been before, for summers. Sometimes she got to bring her friend, Sam. 
Going to the house by itself did not worry Sarah. The chains rattling around the back seat next to her, 
though, were a different story.

Sarah's mom and dad had said not to worry and that everything was fine. If everything was fine, 
though, why had they gotten so upset when the phone had rung last night? This time of month, Sarah 
usually spent the night with her grandmother, watching old movies and eating popcorn that Grandma 
made on the stove in a pot (not in the microwave). It was delicious. She couldn't quite make out what 
her mom had been saying into the phone. Something like, "What do you mean, you can't come, 
Mom? I need you. No, you don't understand; it has to be tomorrow night!" Later, her mom and dad 
told her that Grandma wasn't coming, and that she'd have to come on a little car ride with them.

"Can I still have popcorn the way Grandma makes it?" Sarah had asked. Her parents had seemed 
nervous before, but when she asked this, they'd looked at each other and had a nice, loud laugh, 
collapsing into a hug.

"We'll see what we can do, ladyface," her dad said, giving her a kiss on the cheek.

Today her parents had woken her up very early in the morning. They'd told her they'd only be gone 
for a night but let her pack as many toys and movies as she wanted. Sarah was a little confused-
normally one night meant two toys and two movies. Her mother was very strict about this, and Sarah 
had often gotten a stern talking-to when her mother found an extra game or stuffed animal packed in-
between her sweaters.

Today, however, there weren't any toy restrictions. There were no restrictions on soda, junk food or 
TV watching. Her parents didn't seem to be paying much attention to her. They weren't doing much of 
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anything, actually, except staring out the windows as the flat countryside rolled past.

When they made it to the cottage, it seemed strange. It was fall, and what looked beautiful in the 
summertime seemed odd and spooky now. The friendly green trees had lost their leaves, and now 
had sharp-looking branches pointing in every direction. In summer, Sarah loved playing in the little 
barn-shaped garage. Today Sarah couldn't tell what was hiding in its shadows. She hurried out as 
soon as the car engine shut off.

True to their word, Sarah's parents made her popcorn as soon as they got to the house in the late 
afternoon. Her mom put one of her favorite movies on the TV, covered her in a blanket and sat in the 
kitchen. Her father brought things into the house, and then disappeared into the garage for a long 
time. She heard banging. She could not imagine what was going on. Eventually, she fell asleep.

When she woke up, the sun was setting. Her mom sat in a chair across the room, looking her in the 
face. It was not usual for Sarah's mom to be there when she woke up, lovingly looking into her eyes. 
Tonight she seemed nervous.

"Where's Dad?" Sarah asked, rubbing her eyes.

Her mom looked down, and twisted her fingers together. "Your dad . . . he has some things he has to 
do. Alone. We'll see him in the morning." Suddenly, she stood up. "Sarah, it's time for bed."

"Mom! It's not even dark out!"

"Sarah."

"And I'm not tired! I just woke up!"

"Don't argue with me!" Sarah's mom yelled. She hardly ever yelled. Sarah was a little scared. Mom let 
out a deep sigh. "Sarah, honey, we should go to bed. It's been a long day. I'll lie down with you."

They went to her room, and read books together. Sarah was not tired. They talked and read for a long 
time. Eventually, Sarah's mom fell asleep. Sarah tossed and turned, burrowing her head into her mom 
or rolling far across the bed. She decided she needed to walk around a bit. Her legs were crampy. 
Plus, she had had an awful lot of soda to drink. She got up to walk to the bathroom.

The bedroom door opened with a long, low creaking sound. All the lights in the house were off. Sarah 
could only see because of the big full moon shining through the windows. She put her hands on the 
wall, feeling her way forward, bumping into tables and tripping on shoes. Just as she got near the 
bathroom, she realized she could hear a sound. It was like a wailing, crying sound. It was like a dog 
that was hurt, but also somehow . . . different. Mixed in with the howls and yelps were the sounds of 
the chains rattling. Sarah remembered that sound-the one the chains next to her in the car made 
every time it hit a bump in the road. What was going on?

She realized the sound was coming from the garage, which connected to the house via a small door. 
As Sarah crept towards the door, the howling stopped. What was in there? It sounded hurt and afraid. 
Maybe Sarah could help it?

She eased open the door, which made its own low creak, like a very old ghost waking up in the 
morning. At first, Sarah saw nothing. Then out of the darkness, a huge shape lunged at her. It was 
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covered in wild, dark fur. It had a huge snout full of long, sharp teeth that snapped and trailed froth. It 
made the loudest sound Sarah had ever heard as it came at her. Then at the last minute, she heard 
the sound of chains, and the animal seemed to snap backwards. Sarah screamed as loud as she 
could. The thing came at her again and snapped back towards the wall a second time. Then a lot of 
things happened at once: Sarah heard her mom yell her name. She fell to the floor. Things started to 
go dark. Just before they did, Sarah noticed something very odd. The thing was wearing a torn up 
pair of red pants. "Just like my dad's," she thought as she drifted off.

The next morning, Sarah was in bed. Birds chirped. Sun streamed in the window. Had it all been a 
dream? Sarah stood up and went into the house. Everything looked normal. She smelled bacon and 
heard it sizzle and pop in the pan. She made her way to the kitchen where her mom was happily 
frying up eggs and bacon. The waffle maker was out too, sending steam up towards the ceiling. Her 
dad sat at the table sipping coffee. When he saw her come into the room, he put down the paper he 
was reading. He motioned for her to come over.

Sarah hesitated a little, and went over and sat. Her dad looked at her kindly. "Hey, ladyface," he said. 
"Do you know what a werewolf is?"
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An Unexpected Trip - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. Where do Sarah and her parents go?

A. a movie theater

B. a store that has stuffed animals

C. a house in the country

D. the house where Sarah's grandmother lives

2. What is the climax of the action in the story?

A. Sarah's parents make her popcorn.

B. Sarah falls asleep after her mom puts one of her favorite movies on the TV.

C. Sarah's parents let her pack as many toys as she wants.

D. A huge animal leaps at Sarah in the garage.

3. Read the following sentences: "Sarah's mom and dad had said not to worry and that 
everything was fine. If everything was fine, though, why had they gotten so upset when 
the phone had rung last night?"

What can be concluded from these sentences?

A. Something may be wrong, but Sarah's parents do not want to talk about it.

B. Last night a stranger called Sarah's home to give her mom and dad some good news.

C. Sarah's mom and dad are cheerful people who never worry about anything.

D. Sarah's mom and dad are worried about how much it will cost to go on a family trip.

4. How does Sarah feel on the trip she takes with her parents?

A. confident and happy

B. confused and scared

C. angry and upset

D. eager and hopeful
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An Unexpected Trip - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this story mainly about?

A. making popcorn on the stove instead of in the microwave

B. the car in which Sarah and her parents drive to a house in the country

C. the special nights that a girl spends with her grandmother

D. two parents who try to keep a secret from their daughter

6. Read the following sentences: "Going to the house by itself did not worry Sarah. The 
chains rattling around the back seat next to her, though, were a different story."

What does the author mean by calling the chains in the back seat a different story?

A. The author means that another story has already been written about the chains in the 
back seat.

B. The author means that the chains worried Sarah.

C. The author means that Sarah worries too much.

D. The author means that Sarah is used to visiting the house in the country.

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.

Sarah is spending the night with her parents _______ she usually spends it with her 
grandmother at this time of the month.

A. as a result

B. before

C. although

D. such as

8. What happens after Sarah opens the door to the garage?
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An Unexpected Trip - Comprehension Questions

9. What does Sarah's dad ask her at the end of the story?

10. Why does Sarah's dad ask her whether she knows what a werewolf is? Support 
your answer with evidence from the story.
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The Unknown Hall of Famer 
Michael Stahl 

�
New�York�City�is�famous�for�many�things:�pizza,�Broadway�shows,�skyscrapers,�and�baseball.�The�
New�York�Yankees�are�possibly�the�bestͲknown�sports�team�in�the�world.�Baseball�has�been�so�
popular�in�New�York�City�that�there�have�been�four�professional�major�league�baseball�teams,�
including�the�Yankees,�that�have�made�their�homes�in�New�York�City�since�the�beginning�of�the�
20th�century.��
�
So�many�kids�in�New�York�have�always�wanted�to�play�baseball.�However,�playing�baseball�can�
be�difficult�in�such�an�urban�setting�if�the�game�is�going�to�look�like�the�real�thing.�There�needs�
to�be�a�large�grass�field�with�a�dirt�diamond.�The�players�need�bases,�bats,�balls,�and�gloves�to�
play�with.�In�order�to�get�a�game�of�baseball�going�without�having�all�of�the�required�items,�many�
New�York�City�boys�created�their�own�version�of�baseball,�one�that�would�be�played�on�the�hard�
concrete� streets.� They� would� call� it� “stickball”� because� it� could� be� played� with� a� simple�
broomstick�handle�instead�of�a�large,�heavy�bat.�They’d�use�small,�pink�rubber�balls�instead�of�
expensive�hardballs�made�of�leather�and�twine.�Those�kids,�who�were�good,�would�incredibly�
one�day�find�themselves�in�an�actual�Hall�of�Fame.�George�“Lolin”�Osorio�is�one�of�those�players.�
�
Osorio’s�family�moved�to�Manhattan�from�his�home�in�Puerto�Rico�when�the�ink�on�World�War�
II�peace�treaties�was�still�wet.�In�Puerto�Rico,�he�was�given�his�nickname�because,�as�a�very�young�
boy,� he�was� known� to� chase� after� a� girl� named� Lola,� so� neighbors� took� to� calling� him� the�
masculine�form�“Lolin”�since�the�two�always�seemed�to�be�together.�At�nine�years�old�in�New�
York�City,�he�did�not�hesitate�to�immerse�himself�in�the�king�of�the�street�games—as�long�as�his�
homework�and�chores�were�done.�He�and�the�other�kids�on�his�block�would�take�to�the�streets�
in�tͲshirts�and�cutͲoff�shorts�to�enjoy�the�“cheap�game.”�All�they�needed�was�one�broomstick,�a�
few�rubber�balls,�and�nine�or�so�other�guys�from�another�block�to�prove�themselves�against.�
�
“We’d�play�for�a�little�money,�five�cents�a�game�or�a�quarter�when�I�was�about�ten�years�old,”�
Osorio� says,� recalling� that� if� his� team�won,� they’d� often� use� their�money� to� see� a�movie.�
Sometimes�kids�would�save�their�winnings�to�buy�twoͲdollar�Puma�sneakers,�which�were�more�
desired�than�oneͲdollar�Converses�because�they�were�better�for�running;�plus,�everyone�knew�
they�were�twice�as�expensive.��
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�
“But� really�we�played� for�bragging� rights,”�Osorio� insists.�“You�were�on� the� team� from�your�
block.�You�played�for�pride.”��
�
“Lolin�was�one�of�the�best�because�he�always�hit�the�ball�hard�on�the�ground,�and�was�so�fast�
that�nobody� could� throw�him�out,”� remembers�Carlos�Diaz,� the� curator�of�New� York�City’s�
Stickball�Hall�of�Fame,�of�which�Osorio�is�an�esteemed�member.�“He�was�also�very�clutch�and�
reliable.�He�could�get�a�hit�just�about�any�time,”�Diaz�adds.�
�
Osorio�and�his�friends,�who�were�all�of�Puerto�Rican�descent,�would�play�stickball�for�hours;�that�
is,�until� the� Irish�cops�would� show�up.�Though� there�were� few�cars�driving� through� the�city�
streets�in�those�days�and�the�rubber�balls�with�which�they�played�were�as�harmful�to�windows�
as�a�summer�wind,�many�of�the�police�officers�would�discover�games�and�immediately�order�the�
kids�to�hand�over�their�makeshift�bats.��
�
“I�could�never�understand�why�they’d�break�up�our�stickball�games,”�Osorio�says.�“We�played�
to�stay�out�of�trouble.”�
�
For�a�time,�Osorio�remembers�the�cops�slipping�the�sticks�down�into�the�sewer.�But�after�the�
officer�had�moved�along�and�the�boys�had�faked�disappointment�long�enough,�one�of�the�smaller�
kids�would� climb�beneath� street� level� into� the�muck�and� come�up�with� the�bat,� covered� in�
sludge.�There�was�always�an�open�fire�hydrant�somewhere�they’d�use�to�clean�off�the�grime�
from�both�the�bat�and�the�brave�boy.��
�
“Then�the�cops�got�smart,”�Osorio�says.�“They�started�taking�our�bats,�hold�them�halfway�down�
in�the�sewer’s�grating�and�snap�them�in�two.”��
�
Still� unafraid,�Osorio� and� his� block�mates� continued� to� play� throughout� their� adolescence,�
traveling�farther�away�from�their�neighborhood�with�each�passing�year,�challenging�players�in�
various�neighborhoods�and�having�tons�of�fun.�
�
A� frequent� teammate� of�Osorio’s,� Alfred� Jackson,� another� Stickball� Hall� of� Fame�member,�
remembers�one�particularly�incredible�shot�struck�by�a�rival�of�theirs�named�Tony�Taylor.�“He�
crushed�the�ball,”�Jackson�begins.�“He�hit�it�so�hard�that�it�went�off�the�thirdͲfloor�siding�of�a�
building,� came�down,�bounced�off� a� car,�hit� the�building� again.� Then� it�hit� a� lamppost� and�
ricocheted�to�one�of�our�outfielders�who�caught�it�for�an�out.�The�ball�was�in�fair�territory�the�
whole�time!”��
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�
As�Osorio’s�clan�got�older,�more�and�more�money�was�bet�on�their�games.�They�can�recall�games�
played� for�upwards�of�three�to� five�thousand�dollars,�with�the�victorious�team�getting�a�cut.�
Some� players� depended� on� winnings� as� a� sort� of� additional� income,� so� some� teams� felt�
pressured�to�win�for�their�players’�financial�stability.�Fans�who�had�their�own�best�interests�in�
mind�heckled�batters�trying�hard�to�focus�on�a�potentially�gameͲchanging�pitch.��
�
Still,�money�was�not�as� important�as�the� feelings�of�selfͲrespect�and�community,�which�truly�
compelled�Osorio� to� go� outside� and� play� each� and� every� Sunday,� even� 24� hours� after� his�
wedding.�“I�got�married�on�a�Saturday,”�Osorio�says.�“We�had�a�bunch�of� leftovers� from�the�
wedding�in�the�refrigerator.�The�players’�wives�always�made�food�for�all�of�us,�so�I�woke�up�and�
packed�the� leftovers�to�bring�to�the�game,”�he� laughs,�adding�with�a�shake�of�his�finger,�“My�
wife�wasn’t�very�happy�about�that.”�
�
In� the� late�1950s�and� throughout� the� ‘60s,�Osorio�made�a� living�building�clock� radios—and,�
briefly,�delivering�zippers—but�always�found�time�to�participate�in�the�first�organized�stickball�
leagues�that�were�emerging�throughout�Manhattan�and�beyond.�Though�he�has�continued�to�
play,�Osorio�and�his�friends�have�seen�the�game�nearly�completely�disappear.��
�
“Not�as�many�guys�play�anymore,”�says�Carlos�Diaz,�who�has�tried�for�many�years�to�revitalize�
stickball�in�New�York�City.�“And�most�of�the�young�ones�that�do�play�are�sons�and�grandsons�of�
the�guys�who�played�fifty�or�sixty�years�ago.”�Diaz’s�efforts�include�opening�a�gallery�this�past�
winter,�giving�the�Stickball�Hall�of�Fame�a�more�permanent�home.��
�
No�matter�what,�Osorio�still� finds�himself�out�on� the�streets�of�New�York�City�every�Sunday�
playing�the�game�he�loves,�around�the�guys�that�he�loves,�all�of�whom�have�respected,�and�even�
honored�him,�for�decades.�






